
00137029 "Eco Premium" Mobile Phone Bag for Samsung Galaxy A35 5G, black

Booklet Case

Highlightstext:

- Totally on trend: mobile phone case with card compartment for an elegant look made of fine faux leather with metal elements for the
Samsung Galaxy A35 5G
- All-round robust mobile phone case: elegant combination of high-quality imitation leather and sturdy metal elements for long-lasting
mobile phone protection
- Sustainable and resource sparing: made from 20% recycled materials – good for you and good for the environment
- Extra strong additional protection: the raised edges made of noble metal in the mobile phone case back provide reliable protection for the
protruding camera lenses without affecting the quality of the photos
- Additional protection for the mobile phone display: The mobile phone case has a raised edge all around - so the touchscreen is better
protected
- A clean sweep: the mobile phone cover also covers the side buttons - this protects against dust and the metal buttons allow a perfect
pressure point
- Tailor-made mobile phone case: protects what needs to be protected and leaves free what should remain free, e.g. loudspeaker and
charging socket
- Only opens when it's supposed to: practical case for mobile phone with hidden magnetic fastener
- Fingerprint-resistant surface: the high-quality faux leather of the mobile phone flip cover avoids ugly streaks from fingerprints - and
instead simply always looks fresh and clean
- Mobile phone case with wallet function: thanks to the slide-out opening on the card compartment in the mobile phone case, ID cards,
banknotes, etc. can be removed quickly and easily - always at hand without searching
- Stand-up mobile phone case: stand function for convenient positioning of the smartphone for watching videos in landscape format
- Soft all over: super-soft inner lining to protect the sensitive display, on the sides and the back of the smartphone
- Non-slip, scratch-resistant faux leather does not slide easily out of the hand, off the table or other surfaces
- Flexibility: easy to attach to your smartphone

Note for Consumers:
With some smartphone models, the fastening magnets can interfere with individual functions.

- Colour: Black
- Design or Motive: No Design/Motif
- Line: Eco Premium
- Shade of colour: Black
- Material: Polyurethane (PU), Recycled, Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)
- Special Feature: A card slot/Anti-slip surface/No fingerprints/Stand function
- Type of Closure: Magnetic Fastener
- Smartphone: Samsung Galaxy A35 5G
- Suitable for: Smartphone

Technical characteristics:

- 1 "Eco Premium" mobile phone case
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